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How Defense Attorneys
Can Eliminate Racial
Disparities in
Criminal Justice
I. Introduction
hy did Judge Aaron Persky not sentence
Stanford University student-athlete Brock
Turner to longer than six months in jail for
sexually assaulting an unconscious woman? Why was
Texas teenager Ethan Couch, characterized as suffering
from “affluenza,” sentenced to only probation for a
drunk driving accident that killed four people? Why was
Dylann Roof, who was eventually convicted of killing
nine individuals at the Emanuel African Methodist
Episcopal Church in South Carolina, taken into custody
unscratched and served a fast-food meal?
These cases have acquired a high profile because many
believe that these individuals’ whiteness, and in some cases
wealth, contributed to their relatively favorable treatment.
In contrast, Henry Montgomery, whose Supreme Court
case gave juveniles sentenced to mandatory life-withoutparole a shot at resentencing, was denied parole in
Louisiana after serving 54 years for killing a sheriff’s
deputy. Kalief Browder, who was held for over a thousand
days at New York City’s Rikers Island because he could not
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afford bail on a robbery charge that was later dismissed,
committed suicide after his release. And Eric Garner, who
was selling untaxed loose cigarettes in Staten Island, died
from being placed in a chokehold during an arrest.
The contrast between these sets of cases — with those
in the latter group being African American and lowincome — has led some to call for more punitive treatment
of white and affluent defendants, as exemplified by
Stanford Law professor Michele Dauber’s successful campaign to recall Judge Persky. But ending mass incarceration
requires reducing excessive punishment for everyone,
rather than ratcheting up penalties for the privileged. “The
United States would still have an incarceration crisis,”
University of Pennsylvania professor Marie Gottschalk has
noted, “even if it were locking up African Americans at
‘only’ the rate at which whites in the United States are currently incarcerated — or if it were not locking up any
African Americans at all.”1 Unfamiliarity with these facts
suggests that the disproportionately harsh treatment of
people of color in the criminal justice system is not just a
travesty in its own right, but also skews assessments of
what makes a fair criminal penalty for anyone.
This article presents a framework for understanding
the sources of racial disparity in the criminal justice system
and suggests actions that defense attorneys can take to
address this problem. The roots of this racial disparity precede criminal justice contact: conditions of socioeconomic
inequality contribute to higher rates of some violent and
property crimes among people of color. But four features
of the justice system exacerbate this underlying inequality:
(1) laws and policies with a disparate racial impact; (2)
racial bias in discretionary decisions; (3) underfunding of
key criminal justice services and the imposition of financial
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II. Racial Disparities in
Both Crime and Justice
At 2001’s levels of imprisonment, one
in three African American men will be
imprisoned at some point in their lives —
six times the rate for white men and twice
the rate for Latino men.2 Among black
men in their 20s and 30s who lack a high
school degree, over two-thirds have served
time in a state or federal prison.3 These statistics reveal how low-income men of color
bear the brunt of punitive criminal justice
policies. Such disproportionately high levels of imprisonment cannot be attributed
entirely to differences in crime rates.
Legacies of overt racism and contemporary practices of willful neglect have
divested many black communities of the
economic and social resources that act as
buffers to criminal offending. In 1968, the
Kerner Commission called on the country
to make “massive and sustained” investments in jobs and education to reverse the
“segregation and poverty [that] have created in the racial ghetto a destructive environment totally unknown to most white
Americans.”4 Fifty years later in 2018, the
Commission’s lone surviving member
concluded that “in many ways, things have
gotten no better — or have gotten worse.”5
In large part because African Americans
are more likely to experience concentrated
urban poverty, they are more likely to
commit certain violent and property
crimes — although people of color buy
W W W. N A C D L . O R G

and sell drugs at similar rates as whites.
Criminal justice outcomes both reflect and
skew these patterns:
v Higher rates of geographically concentrated socioeconomic disadvantage contribute to higher rates of certain violent and property crimes
among African Americans.6 In 2016,
African Americans represented 13
percent of the U.S. population.
But they comprised 38 percent of
arrests for violent crimes (53 percent
for murder and nonnegligent
manslaughter) and 28 percent of
arrests for property crimes. Arrest
rates do not always reflect offending
patterns, but information gathered
from victimization surveys and selfreports of criminal offending suggest
that, especially for certain violent
crimes and to a lesser extent for property crimes, the race of those arrested
resembles those of the people who
have committed these crimes.7
v While drug offending does not differ
substantially by race, drug law
enforcement certainly does. For
example, the ACLU found that blacks
were 3.7 times as likely to be arrested
for marijuana possession as whites in
2010, even though rates of marijuana
usage were comparable.8 More broadly, surveys by federal agencies show
that both recently and historically,
whites, blacks, and Hispanics have
used illicit drugs at roughly similar
rates.9 Some studies also suggest that
drug users generally purchase drugs
from people of the same race or ethnicity as themselves.10 Socioeconomic
inequality does lead people of color to
disproportionately use and sell drugs
outdoors, where they are more readily
apprehended by police. But disparities in drug arrests are largely driven
by policy decisions and the discretionary choices of officers.
Absent meaningful efforts to address
societal segregation and disproportionate levels of poverty, U.S. criminal justice
policies have cast a dragnet targeting
African Americans and other people of
color. But as Georgetown University law
professor Paul Butler has written, “black
male violence should not distract from
also focusing on state violence by the
police.”11 Before turning to how defense
attorneys can challenge police violence
and racial inequality in criminal justice
more broadly, it is worth considering two
ways that they can also address the
underlying disparities in crime rates.

First, defense attorneys can join police
chiefs in decrying policies that are counterproductive as crime-reduction strategies
— as with recent advocacy against loosening gun laws and tightening immigration
enforcement. Many urban police chiefs,
including former Milwaukee Police Chief
Edward Flynn, have called for stricter gun
laws.12 In 2018, the International
Association of Chiefs of Police opposed
Congress’s efforts to require states to
honor concealed-carry permits issued in
other states.13 In addition, police leaders
including William Evans, Commissioner
of the Boston Police Department, have
vocally rejected attempts by Donald
Trump and Jeff Sessions to tie stricter
immigration enforcement with crime
policy. As Evans explained: “We need to
build trust with the immigrant community. The last thing we want is for people to
be afraid of us. … They won’t report
crimes or help us in their communities if
they [are] afraid of us.”14
Second, defense attorneys can advocate for greater investments in effective
crime-reduction policies such as expanding health insurance coverage to prevent
and treat substance use disorder, providing
high-quality early education to expand
young people’s educational prospects, and
creating residential mobility programs to
reduce neighborhood segregation.15 In this
effort, they can partner with faith-based
organizations and other social service
organizations. For example, following a
2004 study by University of Washington
professor Katherine Beckett revealing that
racial disparities in drug arrests were driven by law enforcement focus on crack and
outdoor drug venues, the Defender
Association in Seattle organized a coalition
of community advocates to develop the
Clean Dreams Project, a street-level outreach program offering drug sellers immediate access to resources they can use to
leave the streets and change their lives.16
Relatedly, expanding access to mental
health services is believed to be vital in
tackling the high rates at which American
Indians are killed in police encounters.17
In addition to calling for policies that
get to the root of disparate crime rates,
defense attorneys can support programs
that mitigate the impact of disparate policing. In some jurisdictions, advocating for
the least restrictive sentencing alternative
may involve diverting clients to drug
courts. In these contexts, defense attorneys
can work to make these courts more effective tools in tackling mass incarceration
and racial disparities by ensuring that they
protect clients’ due process rights, have
inclusive admissions criteria, and provide
effective forms of treatment.18
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burdens; and (4) the collateral consequences of a felony conviction.
As described below, jurisdictions
around the country have worked to
address each of these sources of inequality. Defense attorneys can contribute to
these efforts by assessing their casework
for bias; engaging in public education,
litigation, and advocacy; and by reforming hiring, admissions, and discipline
policies in the institutions to which they
belong. Specifically, they can mitigate the
impact of implicit bias in their case
triage; engage in or support research,
strategic litigation, and advocacy to promote and preserve reforms in policing,
prosecution, sentencing laws, collateral
consequences, and school discipline policies; call for investments in crime prevention and drug treatment programs;
and model fair hiring practices and call
for ban-the-box admissions policies at
their alma maters. As described below,
efforts like these have helped to challenge
punitive and racially disparate policies in
jurisdictions including Mississippi,
Kentucky, New York City, Portland,
Seattle, St. Louis, and Washington, D.C.
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Fighting mass incarceration will
require doing more than fighting crime. As
Gottschalk has argued, “In plotting an
escape from the carceral state, we need to
resist the belief that the only real option is
to tackle the ‘root causes’ of these high levels of crime — massive unemployment
and underemployment, massive poverty,
and unconscionable levels of social, political and economic inequality.”19 This is
because incarceration levels and crime are
not as closely connected as some might
think. For example, while crime rates have
fallen to half their peak levels in the 1990s,
by the end of 2016, the number of people
held in U.S. prisons had declined by just
six percent since its 2009 peak.20
Ending the disproportionately high
levels of incarceration among people of
color will require a focused effort, as
illustrated by recent trends in the juvenile justice system. Between 2001 and
2015, overall juvenile placements fell by
54 percent, including declines for
whites, blacks, Latinos, and American
Indians. But since white placements fell
to a greater degree than for other
groups, racial and ethnic disparities
increased from the start of the century.
The racial gap between black and white
youth in secure commitment increased
by 22 percent during this period, and
the gap between American Indian and
white youth increased by 14 percent.21
To help reduce both levels of incarceration and racial disproportionality, the
following section outlines the four
mechanisms through which criminal
justice policies and practices have disadvantaged people of color, and highlights
efforts to reverse these trends.

III. Sources of Racial
Disparities Within
the Justice System
and Models for Reform
Whether intentional or not,
through discretionary decisions or
agency-wide policy, and with direct
impact on people of color or on those
who are low-income, four features of the
justice system fuel racial disparities. This
section examines these sources of disparity and illustrates reforms seeking to
undo their impact. As described below,
defense attorneys can work to replicate
and strengthen these efforts in their
jurisdictions — by pushing for needed
reforms and ensuring that promised
ones are carried out — while also working to eliminate bias in their individual
casework and discrimination in their
office hiring practices.
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1. Many ostensibly race-neutral
policies and laws have a
disparate racial impact.
Myriad criminal justice policies that
appear to be race-neutral collide with
broader socioeconomic patterns to create
a disparate racial impact. In particular,
police policies that cast a wide net in neighborhoods and on populations associated
with high crime rates disproportionately
affect people of color — whether or not
they live in these neighborhoods or are
engaged in any crime. Also, sentencing
laws that are designed to more harshly
punish certain offenses or offending patterns can also often have a disparate
impact on people of color. For example:
v Policing policies such as “broken windows” and stop, question, and frisk
disproportionately affect people of
color. In New York City, researchers
have shown that police stopped
African Americans and Latinos at
rates that could not be explained by
the overall crime rate of these populations or of the communities in
which individuals were stopped.22
Moreover, research shows that ordermaintenance strategies have had only
a modest impact on serious crime
rates while causing great damage to
communities of color.23
v Sentencing laws such as drug-free
school zone laws mandate sentencing enhancements for people caught
selling drugs near school zones. The
expansive geographic range of these
zones coupled with high urban density has disproportionately affected
residents of urban areas, and particularly those in high-poverty areas,
who are largely people of color.24 In
addition, “three strikes and you’re
out” and other habitual offender
laws disproportionately affect people of color who are more likely to
have criminal records.
One way that defense attorneys can
support reforms to these policies is
through research and public education.
This research can be conducted independently or in partnership with a university, news outlet, or other research
organization. For example, a white paper
published in 2014 by ArchCity
Defenders in St. Louis revealed how
municipalities such as Ferguson had a
fiscal incentive to focus law enforcement
efforts on traffic violations and petty
offenses, disproportionately targeting
low-income African Americans.25 The
report — based on court watching,

sworn statements from clients, and public records from the state and municipal
courts — was critical in contextualizing
both Michael Brown’s death at the hands
of police and the ensuing outrage.
In addition to engaging in research,
defense attorneys can litigate and advocate for reforms and their implementation. For example, in response to reports
that
everyone
arrested
under
Mississippi’s gang law in recent years was
black, State Public Defender Andre de
Gruy proposed that the state would benefit from a racial impact analysis of the
law, saying: “[A] provision could be
crafted to review the racial impact annually.”26 In Washington, D.C., after e
Washington Post criticized the city’s
Youth Rehabilitation Act — which
allows for sentencing alternatives and
record sealing for youth under age 22 —
the Public Defender Service defended
the existing law and called for extending
the age limit to 25, given the age cutoff of
many youth services “make age 22 to 25
a particularly vulnerable time period
when the District’s poor and marginalized young adults are susceptible to
involvement in criminal activity.”27 In
New York City, public defenders have
helped to create Court Watch NYC, a
group that sends observers to courts
across the city to ensure that district
attorneys are living up to their reformist
promises.28 In this way, as Fordham
University law professor John Pfaff has
argued, public defenders are ensuring
that “substantive, systemic change happens.”29 To bring about meaningful
change, some defense attorneys have
themselves entered district attorney
races, as with Larry Krasner’s successful
bid in Philadelphia and Shannon
McAuliffe’s campaign in Massachusetts’s
Suffolk County.30 Taylor Pendergrass,
who leads the ACLU’s Prosecutorial
Reform Initiative, explains that law
school graduates and early-career attorneys should consider working for
reformist prosecutors because “if they
can’t find staff committed to the mission, they won’t be able to reduce incarceration no matter how great the
vision/leadership is at the top.”31
Examples of reforms to laws and
policies with a disparate racial impact
include the following:
v Policing: The highest officials in New
York City had “turned a blind eye to
the evidence that officers are conducting stops in a racially discriminatory manner,” Judge Shira A.
Scheindlin concluded regarding the
city’s stop-and-frisk tactic, declaring
THE CHAMPION

v Prosecution: Following a two-year
study conducted in partnership
with the Vera Institute of Justice, the
Manhattan District Attorney’s
Office learned that its plea guidelines emphasizing prior arrests created racial disparities in plea offers.
The office committed to conducting
implicit bias training for its assistant prosecutors and was urged to
revise its policy of tying plea offers
to arrest histories.36
v School discipline: Several school districts have enacted new school disciplinary policies to reduce racial
disparities in out-of-school-suspensions
and
police
referrals.
Researchers have shown that
schools are more likely to respond
to African American student misbehavior with punishment rather than
with supportive services.37 Reforms
at Florida’s Miami-Dade and
Broward County Public Schools
W W W. N A C D L . O R G
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v Sentencing: Indiana is among several
states that have amended their drugfree school zone laws, in this case
after the state’s Supreme Court
began reducing harsh sentences
imposed under the law and a university study revealed its negative
impact and limited effectiveness.34
The reform’s components included
reducing drug-free zones from 1,000
feet to 500 feet, eliminating them
around public housing complexes
and youth program centers, and
adding a requirement that minors
must be reasonably expected to be
present when the underlying drug
offense occurs. In Portland, the
Metropolitan Public Defender
Services was successful in defeating
the city’s Drug Free Zone Ordinance
through litigation and by increasing
public awareness of the law’s disparate impact and enforcement.35
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it unconstitutional in 2013 in
response to a federal class action lawsuit filed by the Center for
Constitutional Rights.32 The police
policy, which broadly targeted male
residents of neighborhoods populated by low-income people of color to
uncover drugs and weapons, was
shown to be ineffective, and this
assessment was further validated
when New York City continued its
crime decline after scaling back stop
and frisk. New York City has also limited, but not yet disavowed, Broken
Windows Policing.33
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have cut school-based arrests by
more than half in five years and significantly reduced suspensions.38
2. Criminal justice practitioners’
use of discretion is —
often unintentionally —
influenced by racial bias.
While most white Americans no
longer endorse overt and traditional
forms of prejudice associated with the era
of Jim Crow racism — such as beliefs
about the biological inferiority of blacks
and support for segregation and discrimination — a nontrivial proportion continue to express negative cultural stereotypes of African Americans.39 Even more
common among most white Americans,
and many people of color, is implicit
racial bias: unintentional and unconscious racial biases that affect decisions
and behaviors. Psychological experiments
have shown that these biases are pervasive
in society and are held even by people
who disavow overt prejudice.40 Implicit
racial biases also permeate the work of
criminal justice professionals and the
deliberation of jurors.41 Specifically:
v Policing: In recent years, black drivers
have been somewhat more likely to be
stopped than whites but have been far
more likely to be searched and arrested.42 The causes and outcomes of
these stops differ by race, as described
next, and staggering racial disparities
in rates of police stops persist in certain jurisdictions — pointing to
unchecked racial bias, whether intentional or not, in officer discretion. A
closer look at the causes of traffic
stops reveals that police are more likely to stop black and Hispanic drivers
for discretionary reasons — for
“investigatory stops” (proactive stops
used to investigate drivers deemed
suspicious) rather than “traffic-safety
stops” (reactive stops used to enforce
traffic laws or vehicle codes).43
Nationwide surveys also reveal disparities in the outcomes of police
stops. Once pulled over, black and
Hispanic drivers were three times as
likely as whites to be searched (6 percent and 7 percent versus 2 percent)
and blacks were twice as likely as
whites to be arrested.44 Because of
their high search rate for black drivers, police officers generally achieve a
lower “contraband hit rate” among
searched black versus white drivers.45
v Prosecutors: Prosecutors are more
likely to charge people of color with
crimes that carry heavier sentences

42
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than whites. Federal prosecutors, for
example, are twice as likely to charge
African Americans with offenses
that carry mandatory minimum
sentences than otherwise similar
whites.46 State prosecutors are also
more likely to charge black rather
than similar white defendants under
habitual offender laws.47
v Judges: Federal judges have been
four times more likely to impose
imprisonment for convicted noncitizens than for citizens, even after
accounting for sentencing guidelines and criminal histories.48
Federal judges have also been more
likely to sentence noncitizens to
longer prison terms than citizens,
imposing the harshest penalties on
undocumented immigrants.
v Correctional oﬃcers and parole agents:
Racial bias among correctional officers and parole agents shapes the
prospects for release from and readmission into prison.49 As revealed by a
New York Times investigation on New
York prisons, comparable in-prison
misconduct — a major determinant
of parole decisions — may result in
divergent prison disciplinary records
for blacks and Latinos versus whites.
Based on an analysis of almost 60,000
disciplinary cases from the state’s
prisons, reporters found that disparities in discipline were greatest for
infractions that gave discretion to
guards, such as disobeying a direct
order. Once in the community on
parole or probation supervision,
racial disparities contribute to people
of color being more likely to be
returned to prison. For example, the
Urban Institute’s examination of probation revocation rates in a variety of
jurisdictions around the country
revealed that black probationers were
revoked at levels that “raise concerns
about the presence of bias to the disadvantage of black probationers.”
Defense attorneys can mitigate how
implicit bias impacts their triage of
heavy caseloads through data collection
and oversight, and they can educate
their peers to do the same by working
with bar associations and local criminal
defense attorney associations.50 In addition, they can work with researchers and
the media to raise awareness about
implicit bias among other courtroom
professionals and advocate for policies
to monitor outcomes, establish objective
criteria and guidelines for decision-

making, and hold practitioners accountable for biased outcomes. A 2008 manual published by the Department of
Public Advocacy in Kentucky, “the state
that brought us Batson,” can guide attorneys litigating racial bias issues ranging
from selective prosecution to pretrial
release, voir dire, and sentencing.51
Finally, defense attorneys can call on
prosecutors and judges to devise policies
that address upstream disparities.
Two discovery efforts in the 1990s
illustrate how defense attorneys can
attempt to demonstrate and challenge
the existence of bias in the work of
criminal justice practitioners. To
determine if federal prosecutors disproportionately sought to prosecute
African Americans, federal public
defenders in Los Angeles sought to discover data on federal crack prosecutions as part of a selective prosecution
claim. They were ultimately unsuccessful, when the Supreme Court ruled
in United States v. Armstrong that they
had “failed to satisfy the threshold
showing … that the government
declined to prosecute similarly situated suspects of other races.”52 But in
state court, the Public Defender Office
of Gloucester County, N.J., was successful in its discovery motions by
using an earlier court decision to
establish a prima facie case of discriminatory traffic stops by state troopers
in a stretch of Interstate 95.53 The
attention drawn to this case contributed to President Clinton directing
all federal law enforcement agencies to
collect demographic information on
the people they question, search, or
arrest to assess whether they are
engaging in racial profiling.
Recent successful efforts to challenge
harmful or biased justice practices include:
v Policing: After criticism and lawsuits
about racial disparities in its drug
law enforcement, some precincts in
and around Seattle have implemented a pre-booking diversion
strategy: the Law Enforcement
Assisted Diversion program, or
LEAD. The program gives police
officers the option of transferring
individuals arrested on drug and
prostitution charges to social services rather than sending them deeper
into the criminal justice system.
Relatedly, to address disparities in
enforcement, the New York City
Police Department stated it would
no longer make arrests for possession of small amounts of marijuana
but would instead treat these cases
THE CHAMPION

as noncriminal offenses subject to a
fine rather than jail time.54 The district attorneys of Manhattan and
Brooklyn are also considering plans
to stop prosecuting the vast majority of people arrested on low-level
marijuana charges.55

v Jurors: U.S. District Judge Mark W.
Bennett spends 25 minutes discussing implicit bias with the
potential jurors in his court. His
jurors watch video clips demonstrating bias in hidden camera situations, receive instructions on
avoiding bias, and sign a pledge to
“not decide the case based on biases.”57 Although the impact of this
approach has not been measured,
mock jury studies have shown that
increasing the salience of race
reduces biased decision-making.
3. Key segments of the
criminal justice system
are underfunded or impose
financial burdens that place
blacks and Latinos — who
are disproportionately lowincome — at a disadvantage.
Underfunding key segments of the
criminal justice system — such as
indigent defense and alternatives to
incarceration — leads to worse outcomes for low-income defendants who
are disproportionately people of color.
Moreover, many criminal justice policies and practices — such as cash bail
— disadvantage people with limited
resources. By advocating for policies
that create an even playing field for the
poor, defense attorneys can uproot
these sources of racial disparity in the
justice system. For example:
v Indigent defense: Most jurisdictions
inadequately fund their indigent
W W W. N A C D L . O R G

v Pretrial
Detention:
African
Americans were incarcerated in local
jails at 3.5 times the rate of nonHispanic whites in 2016.59 Given that
nearly two-thirds (65 percent) of
people in jail in 2016 were being
detained prior to trial, policies and
decisions influencing pretrial detention play a key role in driving the disparity in the jail population and
beyond.60 Pretrial detention has been
shown to increase the odds of conviction, and people who are detained
awaiting trial are also more likely to
accept less favorable plea deals, to be
sentenced to prison, and to receive
longer sentences. Seventy percent of
pretrial releases require money
bond, an especially high hurdle for
low-income defendants, who are disproportionately people of color.61
Blacks and Latinos are more likely
than whites to be denied bail, to have
a higher money bond set, and to be
detained because they cannot pay
their bond.62 They are often assessed
to be higher safety and flight risks
because they are more likely to experience socioeconomic disadvantage
and to have criminal records.
The defense bar should advocate
for sufficient resources to prepare an
effective defense. In addition, calling
for investments in alternatives to incarceration and for limitations on the
financial outlays required from defendants would help to even the playing
field for low-income people of color in
the criminal justice system. Past efforts
along these lines include the following:
v Alternatives to incarceration: In
Berks County, Pennsylvania, officials
were able to reduce the number of
youth in secure detention — most of
whom were youth of color — by 67
percent between 2007 and 2012 in
part by increasing reliance on alternatives. These included nonsecure
shelters for youth who cannot safely
return home but did not require

locked detention, evening reporting
centers, electronic monitoring, and
expanded use of evidence-based
treatment programs.
v Cash bail: In 2014, New Jersey
reformed its bail system to emphasize risk assessment over monetary
bail, a reform that has reduced rates
of pretrial detention.63 Previously,
many defendants were detained
because they could not post bail,
even if they did not pose a public
safety or flight risk. Judges now rely
on risk assessment tools to guide
bail determinations. In 2016, New
Mexico voters approved a constitutional amendment to reduce
reliance on cash bail.64
4. Criminal justice policies
exacerbate socioeconomic
inequalities by imposing
collateral consequences on
those with criminal records.
African Americans — particularly
black men — are most exposed to the
collateral consequences associated with
a criminal record. In 2010, eight percent
of all adults in the United States had a
felony conviction on their record.65
Among African American men, the rate
was one in three (33 percent).66 People
with criminal records face a host of
obstacles to re-entering society even
after they have fully completed their
term of incarceration or community
supervision. These obstacles include
barriers to securing steady employment
and housing, to accessing the social safety net and federal student aid, and to
exercising the right to vote. For example:
v Employment and Housing: Nearly
one-third of U.S. workers hold jobs
that require an occupational
license, a requirement that sometimes bars and often poses cumbersome obstacles for people with
criminal records.67 In sectors that
do not require licensing, employers
are 50 percent less likely to call back
white job applicants with incarceration histories than comparable
applicants without prison records.68
African American job applicants,
who are less likely to receive callbacks than whites to begin with,
experience even more pronounced
discrimination related to a criminal
record. As scholar Devah Pager’s
research has revealed, whites
with criminal records receive more
favorable treatment than blacks
without criminal records.69 People
JUNE 2018
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v Prosecution: The Vera Institute of
Justice’s Prosecution and Racial
Justice program worked with various jurisdictions to reduce racial
and ethnic disparities caused by
prosecutorial decision-making. In
Milwaukee, prosecutors previously
filed drug paraphernalia charges
against 73 percent of black suspects but only 59 percent of white
suspects.56 The prosecutor’s office
was able to eliminate this disparity
by reviewing data on outcomes,
stressing diversion to treatment or
dismissal, and requiring attorneys
to consult with supervisors prior
to filing such charges.

defense programs. While there are
many high-quality public defender
offices, in far too many cases indigent individuals are represented by
public defenders with excessively
high caseloads, or by assigned counsel with limited experience in criminal defense. Public defenders in
Louisiana have sued the state to
address these problems and those in
Kansas City, Missouri, have protested their crushing caseloads.58
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with criminal convictions also face
discrimination in the private rental
housing market, and those with
felony drug convictions face restrictions in accessing governmentassisted housing.70
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v Public Benefits: The Welfare Reform
Act of 1996 imposed a lifetime
denial of cash assistance and food
stamps to people convicted in state
or federal courts of felony drug
offenses, unless states opt out of the
ban.71 Given the dynamics of social
class and the accompanying disparate racial effects of the criminal
justice system, women and children
of color are disproportionately
impacted by this exclusionary law.72
Advocates have had successes in
limiting the collateral consequences of
criminal convictions, as outlined
below. Defense attorneys can advocate
for reforms in their communities —
including by reviewing the admissions
and hiring policies of their alma
maters — while also modelling
reforms in their workplaces by ensuring that their firm or agency’s hiring
practices do not discriminate against
people with criminal records.
v Employment: To reduce barriers to
employment for those with criminal records, many jurisdictions have
passed laws or issued administrative
orders to “Ban the Box” — to
remove the question about conviction history from initial job applications and to delay a background
check until later in the hiring
process.73 These reforms usually
apply only to public sector employers, but they are sometimes extended to the private sector as well.
v Public Benefits: By 2018, 24 states
had fully opted out of the federal
food stamp ban for people with
felony drug convictions and 21 others had only done so in part, with
five states continuing to fully
enforce the ban.74 A smaller number
of states have fully or partially lifted
their ban on cash assistance.

Conclusion
Growing public awareness about
mass incarceration has begun to
reduce high levels of imprisonment,
especially among African Americans.
While the total U.S. prison population
has declined by just six percent since
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its peak level in 2009, states including
New Jersey, New York, and
Connecticut have reduced their prison
populations by over 25 percent while
often outpacing the nationwide crime
drop.75 Declines in levels of African
American imprisonment have been the
most substantial.76 Between 2000 and
2016, the black prison population
declined by 20 percent nationwide
while the white prison population
declined by seven percent.77 Reforms
to harsh sentencing laws that have disproportionately impacted African
Americans and the greater willingness
of urban rather than rural jurisdictions to implement criminal justice
reforms have helped to reduce African
American incarceration. 78 But even
after this progress, African Americans
are incarcerated in state prisons at a
rate that is 5.1 times that of whites.79
The persistence of racial disparities in incarceration underscores the
need for continued reforms. Crime
upticks in some communities and
escalating opioid overdose deaths
nationwide have also led to calls to
undo reforms and implement regressive policies. As described in this article, jurisdictions around the country
have been tackling racial disparities
in criminal justice, in addition to
reducing overall levels of incarceration. Defense attorneys are well
poised to help expand the scale and
increase the speed of these efforts.
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